authors evaluated observer agreement with respect to the question of whether to treat recurrent aneurysms. The experienced interventionalists (some were even from the same "school") revealed substantial variability in their opinions about the indication for treatment of recurrent aneurysms.
First, this observation reflects the notorious difficulties of clinical therapy decision-making in these conditions. A certain morphology or size suggesting definite need for retreatment is unclear because hemorrhage from residual or recurrent aneurysms is a rare event. Second, the authors put the use of retreatment as an objective end point in clinical trails into question on the basis of the considerable disagreement. Therefore, it would be desirable to define reliable parameters that help to decide whether retreatment is indicated and to consequently assess objective end points in clinical trails (eg, for the evaluation of new coils). We believe that the general use of 2D digital subtraction angiography images for the evaluation of the genuine 3D structure "recurrent aneurysm appearance" is one major source of heterogeneity. The personal calibration of visual preconception by a specific "school" could be another explanation.
In our opinion, evaluation by visual inspection as used in core labs could be replaced by quantitative volumetric parameters. Recently, such a method for the extraction of a quantitative parameter characterizing recurrent aneurysms was proposed and validated. 3 Briefly, the aneurysm-recurrence volume is estimated by rigid coregistration of two 3D time-of-flight MR angiography (TOF-MRA) datasets acquired at 2 discrete time points after therapy. For this estimation, the vascular structures are automatically segmented 4 in both datasets and used for a masked intensity-based registration. After registration, the aligned vessel segmentations are subtracted such that the aneurysmrecurrence volume is left over, which can be used for quantification purposes (Fig 1) . TOF-MRA is a standard follow-up method after endovascular aneurysm therapy in many centers worldwide. The key difficulties in the application of 3D MRA image sequences for aneurysm-recurrence volume quantification have been the statistical basis of possible outcome variables as well as the development of an algorithm that allows the precise coregistration of routine MRA scans in 3D space. Such a method needs to be both robust and precise, even if the image data are from different MR imaging scanners.
When applied correctly, such volume measurements can be used as reproducible end points in clinical trails. However, to this point, these measurements are not suitable for clinical decision-making.
A volumetric surrogate end point could substantially decrease sample size by limiting the variability in the assessment as described by Daugherty et al. 2 Such analysis might allow a more timely estimation of possible benefits of new materials at a fraction of the cost of a study with hundreds of patients that is normally required, at least in part, to reduce the variability introduced by visual assessment.
